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Greenwall Music Workshop
Program

**Moving Piece**
Philip Corner
violin or viola

Brian Clark, Zeta electronic violin, viola

**Interbalances II**
Barney Childs
for viola and any other instrument

Brian Clark, viola
Peter Golub, vibraphone

**Transformations of a Southern Folk Song**
Brian Clark

Brian Clark, Zeta electronic violin

**Cassatio in F for Five Violas**
Anton Wranitzky

Marsch
Menuetto
Trio
Polonaise
Trio
Rondeau

Brian Clark
Jacob Glick
Lilo Kantorowicz-Glick
Dorothy Wallace-Senft
Cen Wang

**INTERMISSION**

**Concerto No. 1 in C for Four Violas**
Georg Philipp Telemann

Largo
Allegro
Adagio
Vivace

Brian Clark
Jacob Glick
Lilo Kantorowicz-Glick
Cen Wang
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